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Abstract
Structural analysis of music is one sub field of music information retrieval. The
objective of structural analysis of music is to segment the audio into musically
meaningful temporal segments. Finding relations between those different segments
is also of interest when analysing structure. Using these relations – especially
similarities – between different segments can be utilised to try to improve other
music information retrieval algorithms.
The objective of this thesis is to take a look into some of the state of the art methods
for music structure analysis and find out if automatic chord transcription can be
improved using these methods. In total, three different methods are examined and
different strategies for chord transcription improvement are introduced.
The results of this thesis indicate that the structure of music can be automatically
analysed to an extent but not at the level of a human expert. The results also
show that it is very difficult to improve current state of the art automatic chord
transcription using information from a structural analysis algorithm. A more robust
and granular structural analysis algorithm could in theory provide improvements
to automatic chord transcription.
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Tiivistelmä
Musiikin rakenteen analyysi on musiikkitiedonhaun alahaara. Sen tavoitteena on
jaotella musiikillinen teos musiikillisesti merkittäviin osiin ja löytää näiden osien
väliltä yhtäläisyyksiä ja riippuvuuksia. Käyttämällä eri musiikillisten osioiden
samankaltaisuutta voidaan myös yrittää parantaa muita musiikkitiedonhakualgo-
ritmeja.
Tämän diplomityön tavoitteena on tarkastella tämän hetken tehokkaimpia au-
tomaattisia menetelmiä musiikin rakenteen analyysiin ja selvittää, voiko auto-
maattista soinnuntunnistusta parantaa rakenteen analyysin menetelmillä. Tässä
diplomityössä tarkastellaan kolmea eri rakenteen analyysin menetelmää ja esitellään
eri strategioita soinnuntunnistamisen parantamiseen.
Tämä diplomityö osoittaa, että ihminen pystyy analysoimaan musiikin rakennet-
ta paremmin kuin tämän hetken parhaimmat algoritmit, vaikka automaattisilla
menetelmillä voidaankin analysoida musiikin rakennetta tiettyyn pisteeseen asti.
Tulokset myös osoittavat, että tämän hetken parhaimpia menetelmiä soinnuntun-
nistukseen on erittäin hankala parantaa musiikin rakenteen analyysin keinoin.
Pienempiin osiin jakavalla rakenteen analyysin menetelmällä pystyttäisiin teoriassa
parantamaan automaattista soinnuntunnistusta.

Avainsanat Audiosignaalin käsittely, Akustisen signaalin analyysi, Koneoppiminen,
Musiikkitiedonhaku
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1 Introduction
Most music has a distinct sectional structure which can be analysed. For brevity in
the future sectional structure shall mostly be referred to as just "structure". Although
music structure is a rather abstract concept about which even experts occasionally
disagree, the music information retrieval research community has tried to apply
structural analysis of music automatically to recordings. The concept of structure is
less ambiguous in the domain of pop and rock music, where music can be divided into
parts such as "intro", "chorus" and "verse". As an example a structural annotation of
a song can be seen in Figure 1. However, even in these styles of music experts can
disagree on how to label parts and how determine section boundaries. As is seen in
this thesis music structure analysis is a non-trivial task and no perfect solution has
been created.

Automatic music structure can be used to show at glance how a song is structured,
or it could be used to find the most representative part in the music to show a preview
of a song to a user. It can also be used as extra information for other music information
retrieval systems or can be used to improve the performance of some other type of
music analysis.

This thesis was done at Yousician. The focus of the company is to make the
world a more musical place. The main product from the company – also called
Yousician – is a music education application aimed at beginners to help them learn
how to play an instrument. The application can listen to the user and give feedback
on how the user is playing. At the time of writing this thesis it was also possible to
get an automatic chord transcription of any audio that the user had. In the app, the
chord symbols would be displayed alongside a Youtube video or a soundtrack from
Soundcloud. The time at which the chords are shown to the user are in sync with
the audio, making it easy to play accompanied by the song.

The motivation to apply structural analysis of music from the point of view of this
thesis is to improve chord transcription which is made automatically by the Yousician
application. This turns out to be a very difficult task with modern state of the art
automatic chord transcription. The app could also show the chord transcription in a
view called "chord chart" as seen in Figure 2. There, it would be beneficial for the
user to see the information in a compressed form and show repeating parts only once.
As can be seen in Figure 2 the view does show small repeating parts on the right
side. However, the repetition detection works on a symbolic level and as such does
not always produce satisfactory results.

Musical structure can usually be described in repetitions. Usually for example
in popular music there are multiple instances of a chorus in a song and most often
those choruses have the same chord annotation. The user of an application could
be thrown off by the fact that two repetitions of a same part would have incorrect
different annotations.

In the first chapter the background for music structure analysis is reviewed.
General information about music information retrieval will also be presented, espe-
cially how audio can be represented in different formats. Then, literature review
is performed where some of the most effective methods for doing automatic music
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structural analysis are inspected. In the following chapter re-implementations of
certain structure analysis algorithms are presented. Then integrating structure
analysis with chord transcription is examined and different ways of making the chord
annotations of repeating sections within a song similar. Finally, results are calculated
for different methods and conclusions about the results will be made.

10 20 30 40 50 1:00 1:10 1:20 1:30 1:40 1:50 2:00 2:10 2:20 2:30 2:40 2:50 3:00 3:10 3:20 3:30 3:40
IntroIntroIntroIntroIntroIntroIntroIntroIntro ChorusChorusChorusChorusChorusChorusChorusChorusChorus VerseVerseVerseVerseVerseVerseVerseVerseVerse BridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridge VerseVerseVerseVerseVerseVerseVerseVerseVerse BridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridge VerseVerseVerseVerseVerseVerseVerseVerseVerse BridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridgeBridge VerseVerseVerseVerseVerseVerseVerseVerseVerse VerseVerseVerseVerseVerseVerseVerseVerseVerse ChorusChorusChorusChorusChorusChorusChorusChorusChorus ChorusChorusChorusChorusChorusChorusChorusChorusChorus ChorusChorusChorusChorusChorusChorusChorusChorusChorus

Figure 1: The song Upside Down by Diana Ross with structural annotation on top
of waveform representation
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Figure 2: Screenshot of the chord chart view, showing an automatically transcribed
song. The chord chart view bears resemblance to the commonly used "lead sheet".
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2 Background

2.1 Music information retrieval
Music information retrieval (MIR) refers to automatic analysis of music. The
music can be represented as symbolic data such as standard music notation or a
representation derived from the raw audio data such as the waveform itself.

In this thesis the focus is on utilising information only about the recorded music
(raw audio) and applying music structure analysis on that information.

A plethora of different musical information can be automatically extracted from
audio. There are certain tasks for which the state of the art methods are very close
to human performance such as beat tracking whereas for some tasks such as genre
classification the current performance does not match that of a human. As musical
information is usually subjective, such as in the case of genre classification, it can be
very difficult to accurately evaluate the performance of an algorithm if even human
experts disagree on the ground truth for certain musical pieces. The problem of
structural analysis is one of these potentially subjective tasks. Thus, there are some
datasets generated for which there are multiple human expert generated annotations
[1].

There are multiple reasons to apply automatic analysis on music. From the
perspective of a company such as Yousician, which is in the business of digital
music education, it is important to analyse what the user is playing and provide
meaningful feedback for the performance, generally in real-time. Applying automatic
transcription to audio also opens up vast possibilities for users to play any song
for which they have the audio available. The process of transcribing music (chords,
melody, rhythm, structure) can be a tedious task, even for a seasoned professional.
The rate at which music is being released currently is faster than ever [2] and
transcribing all available music manually is an impossible task. Thus having a
possibility to provide a transcription to any song – even if it were lower quality than
that of a professional transcription – would be a great advantage. Being able to
analyse large amounts of musical data can also be very beneficial for researchers
trying to understand music from certain time periods [3]. Also musically informed
recommendation systems might be able to take into account the musical content of
newly released music for which there is no previous listening behaviour [4].

2.2 Acoustic features
To be able to analyse music, it is important to obtain some sort of representation of
it. Arguably the most basic representation of recorded music is a discretised audio
waveform. A discrete audio signal x[n] in the time domain is defined as

x[n], n = 0, 1, 2, ...

where x[n] describes the amplitude of the signal at point of time n. The sampling
interval of the signal is defined by the sampling rate. A higher sampling rate means
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greater time resolution. A visualisation of a waveform at multiple time scales can be
seen in Figure 3.

Previously this representation has not been useful as the audio waveform itself
provides too much information from which meaningful insights are hard to obtain.
The minute details in the phases and amplitudes of signals make it hard to compare
raw waveforms to each other. A rougher and more informative representation is
desirable, at least in the context of tasks considered in this thesis. Although lately
there have been successful applications of using sample level information of audio for
tasks such as generating realistic speech or music [5, 6], this type of representation has
not been used successfully in structure analysis. Directly using waveforms to analyse
structure would require much more training data than what is currently available or
economically feasible to create. This is due to the increased dimensionality of the
input data.

Thus, some mid level representations of recorded audio are often used for music
structure analysis. The acoustic features are calculated over some frame of time and
the analysis window is moved step by step over the music which is to be analysed.
A smaller analysis window might allow for more precise temporal changes to be
detected, but a longer analysis window gives more spectral information.

If successive analysis frames have a longer distance between them, i.e. the hop
size of the analysis is larger, then the feature sequence over the entire audio will
have smaller amount of elements, which allows faster calculation of the features
themselves and less information to be processed in the subsequent analysis of the
features. However, the temporal accuracy will be lower when a larger hop size is
used. In the process of music structure analysis it is important that the temporal
accuracy is good enough to recognize structural boundaries in an acceptable detail.
The accuracy in which the boundaries are to be detected depends on the context in
which the structure analysis is used. For example previewing certain sections might
require less precise boundaries than in a musical application in which the song is cut
into meaningful segments along side a transcription a user can use while learning
how to play a song.

The size of the analysis frame is usually constant throughout the analysis. This
means that when comparing musical content, one must take into account the possible
deviation in tempo. One way to make it easier to compare two musical audio signals
is to make the features dependent on the tempo of the audio. This is for example
done in a structural analysis method by Mauch et al. [7]. This also reduces the
amount of analysis frames – given that the original analysis window is shorter than
the tempo based analysis frames – and in turn potentially reduces computational
complexity. The beat-synchronous features could be calculated in the time domain
by taking the mean or the median of those frames which fall in between the beat,
or a subdivision of that beat. A different size analysis window could also be used,
but in for example fast Fourier transform (FFT) that affects the size of the feature
vector, which in turn makes the comparison of two different feature vectors more
computationally expensive.
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Figure 3: The waveform representation of the song Upside Down by Diana Ross
shown at multiple time scales.

2.2.1 Chroma

Shepard described in 1964 [8] how it had been noticed that pitched sounds that are
an octave apart are perceptually much more close to each other than two tones which
are closer to each other in pitch. A note which is an octave higher has a frequency
two times of the note that is an octave lower. The pitch information can be wrapped
around an octave by for example defining pitch class

pitch class = fcent mod 1200

where
fcent = 1200 log2

fHz

440
where fHz is the frequency in Hertz. A difference of one when comparing two pitch
classes means that the pitch classes are one cent apart i.e. 1

1200 of an octave apart.
When wrapping the signal to an octave, the timbral information is lost.

For comparing musical signals, the harmonicity and the relative pitch relations
can be more important than the exact pitch of the signal. Therefore, it might be
generally better to use chromagrams to represent the audio [9] where the harmonic
information is wrapped around an octave similarly to the pitch class presented above.
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Representing the audio in chromagrams reduces the dimensionality of the features
from for example the FFT description. Reducing dimensionality of the features
is often desirable as computational complexity is often reduced when for example
comparing features or using them as an input for machine learning algorithm such
as neural networks.

Especially in contemporary western music and many other cultures where the
twelve-tone equal temperament tuning is most commonly used [10], the chroma
vector is a 12-dimensional vector where each element describes the intensity of one of
those twelve tones over the time frame from which the chroma is calculated [11, 12].
The chroma vector can be divided into finer intervals over an octave, but for the
purposes of this thesis only the 12-dimensional vector is considered. The chromagram
is simply a feature sequence of chroma vectors calculated for analysis frames over
the audio that is analysed.

Chromagrams often contain noise from percussive sounds and other irrelevant
information that might make it more difficult to recognise harmonic content. For
some applications it would make sense to calculate a "clean chromagram", which
is musically informed and learned from chord annotations. This is what was done
by Korzeniowski [13] to improve the performance of chord recognition. The clean
chromagrams used as training data had the elements of chroma vectors activated
which corresponded to notes in the chord which was annotated at the time frame
used for analysis.

Figure 4: The chromagram of the song Upside Down by Diana Ross.
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2.2.2 MFCC

Research on how humans perceive frequencies has shown that hearing works on
a roughly logarithmic frequency scale [14, 15] . One of the most common scales
for representation of frequencies is the mel-scale [14]. When describing the overall
spectral shape, the exact information about the intensity of each frequency bin in the
DFT representation for certain applications does not provide extra value and makes
it harder to compare the elements between two frequency representations. One can
gather the calculated frequency spectrum to coarser sub-bands which are uniformly
distributed on the mel-scale. That results in the mel-spectrogram.

The mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) are one method of compactly
representing the overall spectral energy distribution of a sound which corresponds
to the timbre of music. This representation can be used for example in speech
recognition [16], speaker identification [17] or music modeling [18]. The MFCC for a
frame is calculated by first calculating the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) for the
analysis frame and then taking the power spectrum of the result. Then the result is
windowed – usually with triangular windows – which are spaced uniformly on the
mel-scale, and the logarithms of the powers are calculated from the windows. Then
the discrete cosine transform (DCT) is calculated from the previous result. This is
the MFCC. Also, often only 10 to 15 of the first elements of the MFCC are used
[19]. This reduction is sufficient for rough description of the spectral envelope and
helps to reduce the computational complexity of subsequent usage of the features.

Figure 5: The MFCC features of the song Upside Down by Diana Ross.
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2.2.3 Other features

There are also many other ways to represent the audio. Features can for example be
learned by using deep learning based methods like the ones presented by Korzeniowski
et al. [13, 20]. The advantage of learning a feature representation from data is
being able to reduce dimensionality of the input, still preserving the most relevant
information.

One can also use the derivative of the features in order to represent the temporal
changes in audio. This has been used in derivative dynamic time warping [21] which
will be discussed later in this thesis.

A combination of different features can also be utilised in pursuit of a more
comprehensive representation of music. The features can be combined at different
stages depending on the algorithm [22, 23, 24]

2.3 Music structure analysis
Most music can be structured into meaningful temporal sections or parts. These parts
can be repeated multiple times during a song and usually there are minor variations
between the repetitions. Different musical styles might have a predetermined way of
describing different musical parts [25]. For example in contemporary western popular
music there is a set tradition of having a chorus with always the same lyrics which
is usually the most energetic part of the music. Then there are verses which have
different lyrics in different repetitions, but usually the same chords and the same
melody. Usually song starts with an intro to introduce the elements of the song, and
an outro which leads the song to an end. A bridge which completely differs from
the verse and a chorus sits between those parts. Pre-chorus or pre-verse indicate the
start of the respective part. There can also be other parts, such as a solo. Not much
research has been done to detect the exact labelling of musical parts, as there can be
a lot of ambiguity on how to label the parts. For example Markov-models have been
used for labelling in some research [23]. In this thesis the exact labelling of musical
parts will not be examined. Instead, the scope of this thesis is to find meaningful
musical boundaries and detecting which sections represent repetitions of the same
part.

The task of music structure analysis can be divided into two parts: finding
meaningful musical boundaries between parts and grouping sections meaningfully
into similar parts. The question of meaningful segmentation of music can be difficult
even for experts. If experts are given a clear definition of musical structure the
agreement between annotators can be higher. For example in a study by Bimbot
et al. [26] musical segments are defined either independent or iterable (or both);
independent meaning that the segment can be played on its own and it will be
perceived as self-sufficient, and iterable meaning that the segment can be looped
so that humans will perceive it as musically consistent. The segments must also be
removable from the song and the musical piece must still be musically consistent.
When evaluating the disagreement on the segment boundaries between annotators,
the researcher measured the boundary retrieval F-measure with ± 0.75 s tolerance.
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The resulting mean F-measure between 4 annotators for 20 contemporary western
popular music songs was 91.3%.

The annotations most often use the ’.lab’ file format [27] which denotes the starting
and ending points in time of each part and the labels of those parts. The largest
structural annotation datasets are the SALAMI dataset [1], the Beatles dataset [27],
TUTstructure07 [28] and the AIST annotations of the RWC dataset [29]. Also the
McGill Billboard dataset [30] has structural annotations provided by the SALAMI
project in addition to the chord annotations. The McGill Billboard dataset was used
most extensively in this thesis, due to the addition of chord annotations but also
because it represents a wide variety of popular music. The dataset however does
lack popular music from the last two decades, due to the newest song in the dataset
being released in 1991.

When the structure of a song is analysed, it is possible to use it in multiple
different applications. For example one can try to use structural information to find
the most representative part of a song and use that part as a thumbnail to showcase
music [31]. In a music learning application such as Yousician it is also possible to
show different parts for the user, and after finding repetitions from the song, one
can simplify the representation of the lead sheet and show the repeating part only
once. If a repetition is found but a chord transcriber transcribes the parts with
slightly different chords, the transcription can then be forced to be the same for
those repeating parts [7]. This can be especially effective in popular music where the
harmonic structure of songs is often rather simple.

However, as shown in Figure 1 one can notice that the first occurrence of part
labelled "chorus" and the last occurrence of part "chorus" are clearly of different sizes
and should not have the same chord annotation. Therefore, one can not blindly rely
on coarse manually made structural annotations to describe similarly labelled parts
of music as matching repetitions.

2.3.1 Self-similarity matrix

One of the most essential constructions in the task of music structure analysis is the
self-similarity matrix (SSM) [32]. The self-similarity matrix describes how similar
each point of time in a recording is to another point of time in that same recording.
The acoustic features and the similarity measure define how the SSM behaves and
affects how relevant information can be retrieved from it.

A features sequence

X = (x1, x2, ..., xN)

where each feature vector xn ∈ F is a point in the feature space. Then the self-
similarity matrix is defined as

S(n, m) = s(xn, xm)

where xn, xm ∈ F and n, m ∈ [1 : N ].
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The SSM is then a N-square matrix S ∈ RN×N . Similarity measure s : F ×F → R,
where F denotes the features space, allows one to compare elements of the feature
sequence. The similarity measure can be anything that compares two vectors.

One such similarity function can be defined as the absolute value of inner product
e.g.

s(x, y) := |⟨x, y⟩|

where s(x, y) ∈ [0, 1]. When vectors x and y are maximally similar then s(x, y) is
1. This is why the diagonal in the SSM is 1. Also, due to similarity measure being
symmetric, the SSM will be symmetric along the diagonal. Due to songs having
repeating parts with differing intensities, it is usually practical to compare different
sections by only comparing the direction of the feature vectors i.e. normalize the
length of the vectors. One similarity measure in which the intensity of the vectors
does not affect the result is the cosine similarity

s(x, y) = ⟨x, y⟩
||x|| · ||y||

A close relative of the SSM is the self-distance matrix (SDM) [33, 34], in which
the similarity measure is replaced with a distance measure, such as the Euclidean
distance or cosine distance. The same structures emerge in both SSM and SDM but
in the latter higher values express lower similarity. Most of the thesis will focus on
SSMs.

Depending on the features used for the SSM calculation and what kind of a song
is analysed, certain structures emerge in the SSM [25]. For example a segment which
has a similar instrumentation for the duration of the segment will produce a block
like structure in the SSM if the features used describe the overall instrumentation or
more likely, the spectral envelope, which can be described with the MFCC features.
If the features used describe more of the melodic or harmonic characteristics of music
– such as the chroma – then sections which are similar to each other will show stripes
in the SSM. A path’s shape is roughly in parallel to the main diagonal, and the
starting and ending points of the stripe will denote the starting and ending points of
the respective parts which are similar to each other. If a song has tempo variations
between repeating sections then the stripes that describe those sections will not be
completely parallel to the diagonal.

One could also calculate SSMs for other features, such as tempograms, or features
that estimate a certain musical characteristic. One of the latter described features was
tested by changing the method by Serra et al. [35] to use chord estimates provided
by a neural network instead of the chroma that was originally used. Raw waveforms
are typically not used when calculating the SSM because they don’t provide enough
information of the music. Additionally, since the audio is usually encoded with
thousands of samples per second and because the size of the SSM is N × N , using
samples would easily expand the size of the SSM too large to efficiently analyse
or even keep in memory. Calculating the matrix would also take a very long time.
Also, using raw FFT with no windowing in frequency domain – as for example in
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mel-spectrogram – could lead to problems in comparing features, due to especially
the higher frequencies containing information, which is redundant for comparisons.
Another problem with using large dimensional features is that comparing them is
computationally more expensive.

Choosing a good analysis window size is essential to being able to meaningfully
compare parts of a song. If the analysis window is too long, it will spread the musically
significant features in time domain, but if the analysis window is too narrow, it will
not be able to represent the harmonic or spectral content of the signal in sufficient
detail [25].

Figure 6: The self-similarity calculated from the chromagram of the song Upside
Down by Diana Ross.

2.4 Existing music structure analysis methods
The subject of automatic music structure analysis has been studied on a larger scale
since the beginning of the millenium [32, 36]. During the last couple of years, however,
not many new studies have been published. There are naturally new publications
representing the latest advancements in the area, some of which [37] were presented
recently at ISMIR 2018.

The methods for automatic music structure analysis can be divided into three
different groups, based on what their operating principle is [34]. The method can
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Figure 7: The self-similarity calculated from the MFCC features of the song Upside
Down by Diana Ross.

be repetition-based, meaning that the method is based on finding repetitions in
music and determining boundaries from those. Homogeneity-based methods use
information about the consistency of parts, whereas novelty-based methods try to
find segment boundaries by finding points in song where the musical features have
contrast between them, for example because instrumentation changes around the
boundary.

In repetition-based methods, repetitions are most often detected by using the
self-similarity matrices with features that describe the musical information well, such
as the chroma [35, 7]. As said in previous section, paths in the SSM describe a
repetition. Many of the methods that try to find repetition in music are based on
finding those paths in the SSM [38].

Homogeneity-based methods most often use features that describe the musical
features which are most commonly coherent in a section. This could for example
mean the instrumentation or rhythm/tempo. One of the most used features when
trying to estimate the homogeneity of a section is to use the MFCC features, which
would describe the spectral envelope, that in turn might give an indication of the
overall instrumentation used in an analysis frame. These methods usually try to find
block-like structures inside the SSM. A block in the SSM would indicate that two
sections have similar features (or in the case of the block being on the diagonal, the
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audio has similar musical features during that section).
Novelty-based methods are closely related to homogeneity-based methods in

that they try to find section boundaries by finding musical changes in the overall
musical information. They could also use similar features, such as the MFCC, as
in homogeneity-based methods. As homogeneous parts of the song can be seen as
blocks on the SSM, therefore, if the boundaries of those blocks can be detected, the
boundaries of the homogeneous parts will be detected.

Foote [39] presented a method to detect boundaries from the SSM by running a
checkerboard kernel, the smallest one being

C =
[

1 −1
−1 1

]
on the diagonal of the SSM with

N(i) =
L/2∑

m=−L/2

L/2∑
n=−L/2

C(m, n)S(i + m, i + n)

where N is the novelty curve, i is the index in the novelty curve, L is the size of the
checkerboard kernel C, and S is the self-similarity matrix. The self-similarity matrix
can be zero-padded to account for the beginning and end of the song. From this
novelty curve one can analyse the peaks which logically would denote the boundaries
of sections in a song.

A larger kernel can be made with taking the Kronecker product of C (defined
above) and a matrix of ones. The kernel can be tapered off to zeroes at the boundaries
of the kernel. This can be done with element-wise multiplication (also known as the
Hadamar product) of each element of the kernel with a same size Gaussian kernel.
This way the changes happening at the corners of the kernel will not affect the novelty
curve. This type of kernel can be seen in Figure 8.

Choosing the right size for the checkerboard kernel is essential as a kernel too
small can be too sensitive for small changes in the SSM whereas a kernel too large
may not respond to important changes in the SSM [25].

In the following, three state-of-the-art methods for structural analysis are pre-
sented. The methods were selected based on their performance and differences in
their approach. The methods all had competed in the MIREX task of music structure
segmentation. After presenting the methods they are evaluated.

2.4.1 Mauch et al. method

Mauch’s et al. method [7] works by analysing a self-similarity matrix which uses beat-
synchronous chromagram as features. Firstly, a chromagram is constructed using
46ms hopsize from note salience representations which are similar to the constant-Q
transform. The median chroma values are then taken from the frames which fall in
between the consecutive beat times. The beats are calculated automatically using
the method described in a paper by Davies [40], but in Mauch’s paper manual beat
tracking is also used.
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Figure 8: A checkerboard kernel multiplied with a Gaussian kernel.

A Pearson correlation coefficient is then used as the similarity measure for the
self-similarity matrix. The coefficient calculation for chroma vectors x and y is
described in Mauch’s PhD thesis [41] as

s(x, y) =
∑ (xi − x)(yi − y)

(12 − 1) · sxsy

where sx =
√∑

(xi−x)2

12−1 and sy =
√∑

(yi−y)2

12−1 i.e. they are standard deviations of the
elements of the respective chroma vectors. The SSM is then filtered in the diagonal
axis to reduce short term noise with a median filter the length of 5 beats. This is
motivated by the fact that a bar is usually 4 beats long so 5 beats long median filter
will tolerate some local deviation.

The method is based on methods by Rhodes and Casey [42] and Ong [43], which
means that a greedy search algorithm is run to extract repetitions. The repetition
lengths considered range from 12 beats to 128 beats, which makes the search space
relatively large. The repetitions are searched along the diagonal direction of the SSM.
Beats which have similarity s > tr (where tr being the similarity measure threshold,
which was chosen to be 0.65) are considered as potential starts of repetitions.

The diagonal elements are defined as Di,j,l = (si,j, si+1,j+1, ..., si+l,j+l), where i, j
are beat indices and l is the length of the potential repetition. If an element Di,j,l

describes a perfect repetition, then min(Di,j,l) = 1. This min(Di,j,l) = 1 can be
observed in the main diagonal, because each element is exactly similar to itself.
However, due to perfect repetitions being extremely rare in music, an approximation
quantilep(Di,j,l) > ts, where p is the percentile and ts is the segment threshold.
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In Mauch’s paper p = 0.1 and ts = 0.6, which were empirically chosen. These
parameters, as well as the tr parameter could be learned from data. There is no
study conducted in which these parameters were learned from data, though.

From repetition segments which are overlapping, only the one with the highest
quantile is chosen. These sets of repetitions Ril = (j : quantilep{Di,j,l} > ts are
added to the L list of repetition sets. Often there are more repetition sets than
repetition types. The greedy algorithm for choosing the final repetitions is to take
the repetition set in which l × |Ril| is maximal and repeat this procedure choosing
repetition sets for the remaining list L. If a sub-segment is repeated more often than
a whole segment, the Ril describing the sub-segment is chosen. A more detailed
description of Mauch’s method can be found in his PhD thesis [41].

The method was developed for classic rock music [44] and because of that there
are certain assumptions which might not apply for certain other types of music.
Because the method assumes the music to have distinct beats, it might not work
well for music in which the tempo is not recognizable. This might include more
experimental or ambient music. However, for the focus of this thesis and the target
genres of most user of the Yousician application, these assumptions are perfectly
reasonable.

2.4.2 Serra et al. method

Serra et al. [35, 45] developed a method to analyse structural boundaries and detect
repeating sections. This method is also based on analysing the self-similarity matrix.
Once the structural boundaries are found from the self-similarity matrix, the segment
repetitions are analysed from the segment similarity matrix.

The method begins by calculating the normalized harmonic pitch class profile
vectors or HPCP vectors from the audio. The HPCP features [46] are a specific
implementation chroma features which are more robust to noise and are also tuning
independent. The normalization of the HPCP vectors is done in each frame by
dividing the vector with the maximum value, thus making the loudest element in
the vector 1. The hop size of the analysis windows was determined to be 139 ms and
the analysis window size was 209 ms. The researchers found that multiple different
features such as different implementation of chroma calculation and MFCCs all
achieved comparatively good performance. In Figure 9 the chroma extraction means
calculating the HPCP features.

Delay coordinates were then taken from the HPCP. This means that each HPCP
vector was concatenated with the HPCPs from certain amount of the preceding
frames. The delay coordinates are defined as

x̂i = [xT
i xT

i−τ ... xT
i−(m−1)τ ]T

where xi are the HPCP feature vectors, τ is the time delay and m is the embedding
dimension. The length of the temporal context i.e. the embedding dimension m
suggested by the authors was a value from 0 s to 5 s. However, the optimal embedding
dimension for most datasets used was 2.5 s. The time delay τ between these previous
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HPCPs used was 1, meaning that no previous frames were skipped when constructing
the delay coordinates.

A self-similarity matrix R is constructed from the delay coordinates. The SSM
R is thresholded such that Ri,j = 1 if x̂i is a neighbour of ŷj and vice versa and
Ri,j = 0 if this requirement is not fulfilled. x̂i being a neighbour of x̂i is defined with
k-nearest neighbour algorithm i.e. if κN largest distance of pair-wise distances from
x̂i to each other point in the song is larger than the distance from x̂i is to x̂j . Here κ
is the fraction of distances which are defined as neighbours and N is the amount of
analysis frames.

After this quantisation the circular time-lag matrix L is defined as Li,j = Rk+1,j

for i, j = 1, ..., N , where k = i + j − 2modN . The quantised time-lag matrix L is
filtered with a rectangular kernel G

P = G ∗ L

where G = glgt
T is defined as the product of two 1 dimensional Gaussian kernels, gl

in the lag dimension with size sl and gt in the time axis with size st. Now P can be
thought of as a sequence of structure features [p1, ..., pN ] where pi are the columns
of P . The calculation of P is denoted as kernel density estimation in Figure 9. A
novelty curve

c = [c1, ..., cN−1]
can be defined from the euclidean distances of subsequent structural features

ci = ||pi+1 − pi||

The boundaries are then the positions of those points ci on the novelty curve
which are the maximum in the center of a window of length λ and have a value
above δ. The boundaries are thus defined as a vector b = [b1, ..., bM ], where M is the
amount of boundaries.

For the boundaries an offset of w/2 is applied due to an offset that is induced by
the delay coordinates. In the re-implementation made for this thesis it was found
that the offset did not improve the results.

After finding the segment boundaries, the segments are grouped into repetitions.
Each segment is defined as a time segment of subsequent boundaries in b. A segment
similarity matrix is constructed by comparing each segment u, v ∈ 1, ..., M − 1 to
each other. For each u, v pair a cumulative matrix is constructed

Quv
i,j = max(Quv

i−1,j−1, Quv
i−1,j−2, Quv

i−2,j−1) + Ruv
i,j

where Ruv
i,j is the similarity matrix between segments u and v. After computing the

cumulative matrices, the segment similarity matrix is constructed

Su,v = Quv
max

min(lu, lv)

where lu and lv are the lengths of the segments u and v respectively and Quv
max is

the maximum value of the matrix Quv. The segment similarity matrix may now be
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thresholded to recognize the repetitions. Each element in the matrix is thresholded
by ϕ = µ(S) + σ(S), where µ(S) is the mean of the segment similarity matrix and
σ(S) is the standard deviation. With this threshold the matrix S is not transitive.
To enforce transitivity the matrix is multiplied by itself and applied a threshold of 1
recursively until the matrix is transitive.

After transitive matrix Ŝ is produced, each column of the matrix is thought of as
a vector. Each non-zero vector represents one segment type i.e. the same non-zero
vectors are given the same label. After this step, the boundaries and the labels for
each section are obtained.

Chroma

Averaging

Normalization

Descriptor extraction

Delay coordinates

Recurrence plot + Time-lag

Kernel density estimation

Segment boundaries

Segment similarity

Thresholding

Transitivity

Segment labels

Derivative + Peak detection

Audio Boundary Locations Label number

Figure 9: A diagram showing how the Serra’s method works. Image reproduced from
[35].

The parameters in the method were set by analysing the effect of each parameter
and exploring using different values for them [35]. For the Gaussian kernel G the
size of the lag-dimension e.g. sl was set to 0.3 s. For the time-dimension, however,
the the kernel used had larger size of st = 30 s.

For calculating the peaks from the novelty curve, the search window length λ was
set to 6 s, meaning that the minimum section length is 3 seconds. The threshold δ
was set to 0.05, although reportedly values from 0 to 0.25 had no effect on results.
When creating the thresholded SSM, value for κ is set to 0.05.

2.4.3 Ullrich, Schlüter and Grill method

Due to the rise of parallel computing power and certain algorithmic advancements the
field of neural networks has undergone a new wave of excitement. This development
has led to interesting results in fields ranging from image processing [47] to sound
generation [6] and speech recognition [48]. Naturally this approach has also been
applied to structural analysis of music, and the results have been promising [49, 50, 24].
The basic idea behind the method by Ullrich, Schlüter and Grill is to calculate a
novelty curve using different representations of audio as an input to a convolutional
neural network (CNN). Then in post processing the novelty curve is analysed and
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the peaks from it are picked. From this viewpoint the method resembles the method
by Serra [35]. The method by Grill, Schlüter and Ullrich is referred to as "OFAI
method" later in the thesis.

In paper by Ullrich et al. [49] mel-spectrograms were used as an input to the CNN.
The mel-spectrogram was calculated with 46 ms window length and 23 ms hop size
(50% overlap) and 80 triangular filters from 80 Hz to 16 kHz. The spectrogram was
padded with -70 dB pink noise that is similar to background noise to make boundary
detection better at the edges of the audio. Each band is then normalized to zero
mean and unit variance. Then the spectrogram is max-pooled in the time domain,
such that over 3, 6 and 12 adjacent frames the maximum is taken. This reduces
the amount of frames that need to be processed. Also the temporal context for the
CNN can be larger while retaining sensible processing and training times. However,
with longer max-pooling filters the temporal accuracy is also reduced, which makes
it harder to find exact boundaries.

Ullrich, Grill and Schlüter found in their experiments that using chroma and
MFCC features as well as self-similarity matrices and fluctuation patterns calculated
from those features did not work as well as mel-spectrograms. However, how these
features were used in the CNN was not disclosed.

The network structure used in [49] had a convolutional layer of 16 kernels of size
8 × 6 (first kernel dimension being time frames and the second one mel bands), a 3
× 6 max-pooling layer, a convolutional layer of 32 kernels of size 6 × 3, a dense layer
of 128 units, and a output of one unit. The input for the network is N frames of the
max-pooled mel-spectrogram and the output is the probability that the center frame
of the input is a sectional boundary. The ground truth vector has a rectangular
smearing window of E frames centred around the exact position of each sectional
boundary. The value of E was set according to the target estimation accuracy for
boundaries. When the target estimation accuracy was ±0.5 s then the smearing
window width was found to perform best with values ranging 1 to 1.5 seconds. For
target estimation accuracy of ±3.0 s smearing window width performed best for
values from 4 to 6 seconds. Then after applying the smearing window, in training
the sample weights given for a boundary are multiplied with a Gaussian kernel at
the center of which is the exact frame in which the boundary lies. The activation
functions for the units were not specified.

From a predicted activation curve peaks are picked at a ± 6 second window in
which the value of the activation curve must be maximum. The mean value from a
time interval 12 seconds past and 6 seconds in the future is subtracted from each
candidate boundary and a threshold is applied to the candidate boundary to arrive
at the final set of boundaries. A threshold value of roughly 0.4 was found to be
optimal in the paper.

In a later paper by Schlüter and Grill [50] also the self-similarity lag matrix was
used as an additional feature. The self-similarity matrix was calculated by first
applying DCT-II transform to the max-pooled mel-spectrogram (with pooling factor
p in the time domain), and thus arriving to the MFCC features of the song and
removing the 0-component. Consequent m features were then concatenated and
the self-similarity matrix was calculated using the cosine-distance as the similarity
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measure. Adaptive thresholding is then applied to the self-similarity matrix. The
mel-spectrogram and the SSML (self-similarity lag matrix) were combined in the
last convolutional layer. Different fusion strategies were tested in the paper and the
fusion in the last convolutional layer was found to be the best performing.

The subsequent structural analysis paper by Schlüter and Grill [24] explored
the use of two-level annotations to improve results. This means that each song
contained also annotations of secondary boundaries. Two outputs were thus used
for the network – one for the coarse section boundary and one for the fine section
boundary.

In the paper [24] also different type of input was used for the network. The
mel-spectrogram was decomposed to two channels using the HPSS decomposition
[51]. This means that the percussive and harmonic parts were separated. Also, two
self-similarity lag matrices were used; one for shorter context (14 seconds) and the
other one for a longer context (88 seconds). The three features were combined in the
last convolutional layer. The layers also were slightly larger, with a convolutional
layer with 32 kernels of size 8 × 6, a max-pooling layer of size 3 × 6, a convolutional
layer with 64 kernels of size 6 × 3, a dense layer of 128 units and output layer of two
units.

The first presented method [49] was implemented in this thesis. The reason for
implementing only one of the methods presented was the simplicity of the method
and the performance of it compared to other published methods at the time.
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3 Implementation of structure analysis
The methods by Serra [35] and the method from OFAI [49] were re-implemented due
to no original reference implementation being available. In both implementations
small changes were made due to a variety of reasons.

3.1 Serra method re-implementation
The method by Serra as presented in paper [35] was re-implemented in this thesis.
The reason for the re-implementation was that there was no official implementation
of the method available made by the original authors. One implementation available
was part of the Music Structure Analysis Framework [52], which has the boundary
segmentation algorithm presented in [45].

The implementation created for this thesis was made using the Python [53]
programming language. A plethora of different programming libraries were used,
such as Numpy and Scipy [54] for mathematical operations, numerical computations
and filtering and Librosa [55] for feature extraction and audio file processing. Also,
Matplotlib [54] was used for visualisations.

The offset w
2 applied to the boundaries in the original implementation was found

to actually decrease the evaluation metrics. Thus no offset was added to the predicted
boundaries in the re-implementation.

In the implementation made for this thesis it was also tested if there was any
additional benefit to using features different from the chroma features used in the
original paper [35] to calculate the SSM. The actual HPCP features did not prove
to have a good performance. One possible reason for the worse performance of
the HPCP features would be that the implementation [56] found for Python was
faulty. The constant-Q transform [57] based chroma features were used instead.
Implementation for the chroma calculation was in the Librosa [55] library.

Using the chord probabilities as features to calculate the SSM was explored.
These chord probabilities were acquired using the automatic chord transcription
algorithm described later on. The results were that the performance was very close
to the constant-Q transform based chroma vectors. Because it is computationally
slightly more expensive to calculate the chord probabilities as well as the feature
vector being larger – 97 elements wide as opposed to the 12 elements in the chroma
vector – it became apparent that using chroma vectors is more practical.

Looking at Figure 10 one can notice that with shorter songs – around 350 seconds
or less long – calculating the chroma features is the most computationally expensive
part of the algorithm. The cost of calculating the chroma is linear in relation to the
length of the song, as one can expect. Calculating the recurrence matrix, however,
seems to increase at a quadratic rate in relation to the song length. This is expected
as roughly N2

2 elements need to be calculated for a SSM for a feature sequence of
length N .

The parameters used were chosen to be the same as in previous chapter describing
the original method.
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Figure 10: The amount of time executing each part of the re-implementation of
Serra’s method takes on a 2017 MacBook Pro in seconds as a function of the song
length in second

3.2 OFAI method re-implementation
From the DNN based methods by Ullrich, Schlüter and Grill [49, 50, 24] the first
method [49] was implemented in this thesis. As the method is based on supervised
learning, the data that is being used to train and evaluate affects the algorithm. As
the original dataset [1] used to train the algorithm was not available, another dataset
– the McGill Billboard dataset [30] – was used for this purpose.

Again the Python programming language was used for this implementation. The
Librosa library was used for the extraction of mel-spectrogram. The Numpy library
was used for data manipulation. The Keras library [58] was used for defining, training
and using the neural network. Keras can use either Theano [59] or Tensorflow [60]
backends to enable CPU and GPU accelerated tensor computation.

The ratio of positive examples (e.g. a structural boundary) to negative examples
(e.g. not a structural boundary) was not defined in the original papers. Due to
the abundance of negative examples compared to positive ones it is possible for the
network to learn a predictor which never predicts a boundary. In the implementation
of this thesis a 1:1 ratio of positive to negative examples was used.

Another thing that was changed from the original algorithm was that the song
was padded with zeros in the beginning and the end instead of using -70dB pink
noise. As the song is normalized to zero mean for each frequency band over time
before the padding, this means that the padding represents the average spectral
shape of the song.

In the original paper the optimizer used in training was just the gradient descent
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Figure 11: The thresholded self-similarity matrix calculated from the constant-Q
transform based chromagram of the song Upside Down by Diana Ross.

algorithm. Using the same parameters as described in the paper when making the
re-implementation did not result in satisfactory performance. However, when using
the ADAM [61] optimizer the network was able to learn much better. The parameters
used were β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999 and learning rate of 0.001. No decay was used. The
original parameters mini epoch size of 2000 and the batch size of 64 were used in
the re-implementation The validation loss started to get higher already before 20
epochs that the original paper used for training so the training was stopped earlier
than initially was planned.

From the resulting novelty curve peaks are picked using window length of 6
seconds in which the prediction confidence must be maximum. From Figure 12
one can notice that the predicted boundaries match very well with those that are
annotated. Only one boundary that is annotated does not have a close predicted
boundary in the example.
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Figure 12: The predicted and annotated boundaries of the song Upside Down by
Diana Ross. The red markers are the predicted boundaries, the blue lines are the
annotated boundaries and the orange curve is the activation curve that the network
has produced.
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4 Integration with chord transcription
During the time of writing this thesis it was possible to automatically transcribe
chords for any audio that was given to the Yousician application. The user could
search for a video on Youtube, search a soundtrack on Soundcloud or even provide
the audio themselves to the app. The chord transcriber system is implemented as a
neural network, which turns a spectral representation of audio to a sequence of chord
probabilities. This sequence of chord probabilities is then decoded into a sequence of
chords. A screenshot from the product in debug mode can be seen in Figure 2.

As can be seen in Figure 2 the first line, which consists of two bars, is repeated
4 times. The repetition detection worked on symbolic level, meaning that it relied
completely on the automatic chord transcription, and no other musical features
affected the detected repetitions.

One of the main reasons to embark on utilizing automatic structure analysis
in the application was to detect repeating parts in a song and be able to use that
information to make the lead sheet type representation more compact. Lead sheet is
a compact representation of music containing the chords, melody and lyrics of a song.
The performance of repetition detection in symbolic domain was not satisfactory,
so this also was a motivation for trying to utilize structural analysis on audio. The
reason symbolic repetition detection does not work as well as desired is that the chord
transcriber makes mistakes and thus repeating parts may have differing transcriptions.

The chord transcriber which was used works in two phases: extraction of chord
probabilities and the Viterbi algorithm [62] to turn frame wise probabilities into the
final annotation. Structural annotations were utilized by trying to force automatically
detected repeating parts to have the same chord annotations. As depending on the
algorithm the repeating parts may be of different lengths, thus in practice the chord
probabilities – which are calculated in the first phase of the chord transcriber – of the
repeating parts were forced to be as similar as possible. After this the second phase
of the chord transcriber is executed on the modified chord probabilities. Figure 13
visualizes the process explained previously.

A similar idea was explored in a paper by Mauch et al. [7] where automatic
structural annotations were used to improve the performance of automatic chord
transcriptions. In the paper the results showed that for the particular automatic
chord transcriber use in the paper the results were improved. Another result worth
mentioning is that using automatic structural annotations the results were improved
more than using manual structure annotations. This result of improving chord
recognition is, however, not reflected in the results of this thesis. The bass- and
treble chromagrams of repeating sections are combined at beat level by taking the
beatwise mean value, as each of the repeating sections have the same amount of
estimated beats. This requirement of each repeating section having equal amount of
beats is often not satisfied in the other algorithms investigated in this thesis, and
as such this way of combining features can not be generalized to other automatic
structure analysis methods.

As combining features on a beat level can not be applied to algorithms generally,
other methods must be explored such that different algorithms can be compared
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whether or not they improve automatic chord transcription. In this thesis the effect
different algorithms for structural analysis and forcing of repeating parts to be similar
is examined.

Chord probability
extraction

Repetition forcing

Repetition detection

Chord sequence
decodingAudio Trancription

Figure 13: Block diagram of the process of improving chord transcription using
structural analysis. The block "Repetition forcing" means the process of making
repeating section sections similar in their chord probabilities.

4.1 Environment and tools
The chord transcriber used was implemented using the C++ language. Training of
the neural network for the chord transcriber was done using Python. The enforcing of
repeating parts having the same chord probabilities was implemented using Python
and Numpy. The evaluation of the chord transcriptions were done using Python and
various libraries. The standard evaluation metrics used implementations from the
mir_eval library [63].

Minor modifications were made to the chord transcriber to allow for saving and
loading the chord probabilities. This made it possible to separate the two phases
that were described.

The chord transcriptions are in a .lab file format defined by [11] where each line
in a text file represents a chord. Each line describes the start in seconds, the end in
seconds and the chord type as a string, all separated with whitespace.

4.2 Making repeating sections similar
By trying to align multiple repeating section and making the sections similar, it
is not guaranteed that the resulting chord transcription will be completely similar
for the repeating sections. But it is more likely when the chord probabilities are
matching also the resulting transcription will be similar.

Each section here is defined as a sequence of features, for example the chord
probabilities frame. Each frame is the same size calculated at uniform intervals. The
feature sequences calculated for one repeating section can be denoted as

X1 := (x1,1, x1,2, ..., x1,N1)

X2 := (x2,1, x2,2, ..., x2,N2)
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...

XK := (xK,1, xK,2, ..., xK,NK
)

where X1, X2, ..., XK represent the feature sequences for each repeating segment (each
having the same label) and N1, N2, ..., NK represents the length of each respective
feature sequence. Each feature x1,2, x1,2, ..., xK,NK

∈ F where F denotes the feature
space.

One possibility to make repeating sections similar is to re-sample the features
of each repetition to the same size Nmid, then take the elementwise mean of the
features and finally re-sample the combined features back to the original size of
each respective part. The re-sampling is done by linearly interpolating the features
along the time axis. The size of the intermediate mean features is chosen to be the
two times the length of the longest repeating section Nmid = 2 max(N1, N2, ..., NK).
Sections which do not have repetitions i.e. are labelled uniquely in the song, remain
intact.

Very similar to the method explained previously would be to take the median
of the features when calculating the intermediate features for each repetition. As
it is slightly more cost-effective to calculate the mean rather than the median of a
sequence, it can be desirable to use mean filtering if the benefits of using median
filtering are negligible or none.

4.2.1 Dynamic Time Warping

These previously introduced methods do not take into account any temporal deviations
which naturally would occur in music. One method of matching time series – in our
case the features in a song – and allowing matching of sequences which have local
temporal deviations is dynamic time warping (DTW) [25].

With the DTW algorithm one can calculate the optimal warping path between
two sequences. This warping path is denoted as a sequence of index pairs for each of
the repeating sequences.

We can denote the two sequences for which we want to find a warping path as
X := (x1, x2, ..., xN) of length N ∈ N and Y := (y1, y2, ..., yM ) of length M ∈ N
[19]. A local distance measure or a cost between features is introduced to allow
comparison between the two vectors. This cost c(x, y) can be the simple euclidean
distance ||x − y|| for features x and y, but more commonly the cosine distance
c(x, y) = 1 − <x,y>

||x|||̇|y|| is used. The cosine distance does not take into account the local
energy but only measures the angle between the vectors that are compared.

A cost matrix C(n, m) between all the elements in the feature sequences X and
Y is defined using the local distance measure. The definition of the cost matrix is

C(n, m) := c(xn, ym)

where n ∈ [1 : N ] and m ∈ [1 : M ]. This cost matrix is analogous to the self-similarity
matrix except instead of measuring similarity, the distance is being measured and
instead of comparing a feature sequence with itself, two different feature sequences
are being compared.
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A warping path between sequences X and Y is defined as a sequence of index
pairs. Each index pair denotes the correspondence of two indices, one in sequence X
and the other one in sequence Y . The warping path is defined as

P = (p1, p2, ..., pL)

where L is the length of the sequence of index pairs and pl = (nl, ml) ∈ [1 : N ]×[1 : M ]
for l ∈ [1 : L]. In the standard DTW algorithm the warping path must satisfy the
conditions

Boundary condition: p1 = (1, 1) and pL = (N, M)

Monotonicity condition: n1 ≤ n2 ≤ ... ≤ nL and m1 ≤ m2 ≤ ... ≤ mL

Step size condition: pl+1 − pl ∈ {(1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1)} for l ∈ [1 : L − 1]

The warping path has a cost, where the lower the cost is, the better the path is.
The cost of the warping path is defined as

cP (X, Y ) :=
L∑

l=1
c(xnl

, yml
) =

L∑
l=1

C(nl, ml)

The DTW distance between sequences X and Y is the cost of the optimal warping
path P∗ between the two sequences. The optimal warping path is the path which
has the lowest cost. The definition the DTW distance is

DTW(X, Y ) := cP ∗(X, Y ) = min{cP (X, Y )|P}

One algorithm with which one can calculate the optimal warping path and
the DTW distance between two sequences is based on dynamic programming. In
this algorithm the optimal warping path is recursively calculated for truncated
subsequences. An accumulated cost matrix D of size (N × M) is defined as

D(n, m) := DTW(X(1 : n), Y (1 : m))

where X(1 : n) := (x1, ..., xn) are subsequences of X for n ∈ [1 : N ] and Y (1 : m) :=
(x1, ..., xm) are subsequences of Y for m ∈ [1 : M ]. Matrix D is calculated recursively

D(n, 1) =
n∑

k=1
C(k, 1)...for...n ∈ [1 : N ]

D(1, m) =
m∑

k=1
C(1, k)...for...m ∈ [1 : M ]

D(n, m) = C(n, m) + min

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
D(n − 1, m − 1)
D(n − 1, m)
D(n, m − 1)

for n ∈ [2 : N ] and m ∈ [2 : M ]. The DTW distance is then D(N, M).
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The optimal warping path can then be calculated. The optimal warping path is
defined as P∗ = (qL, qL−1, ..., q1). First q1 = (N, M) is set. Then the subsequent index
pairs are found by taking the minimum neighbouring value from the accumulated
cost matrix. If ql = (n, m) is assumed to have been calculated, then the updating of
subsequent values until (n, m) = (1, 1) is defined as

ql+1 = (1, m − 1)...if n = 1

ql+1 = (n − 1, 1)...if m = 1

ql+1 = argmin

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
D(n − 1, m − 1)
D(n − 1, m)
D(n, m − 1)

for n ∈ [2 : N ] and m ∈ [2 : M ]. The length of the path is then set L = l after
(n, m) = (1, 1).

DTW can be improved for certain tasks by modifying the features which are fed
into the algorithm. One modified version of the algorithm is derivative dynamic time
warping [21] e.g. dDTW. This means that instead of using the raw features as in
DTW, the derivatives of the features are used. Using the derivatives allows for the
feature sequence have an offset in the magnitude, so the intensity of signals is less
important. In the original paper [21] it was found that dDTW provides superior
results over plain DTW.

Further improvements have been to the DTW algorithm by taking into account
the local neighborhood of each feature and using multiple shape descriptors to
describe each point in time in the feature sequence.These shape descriptors mean
additional features calculated from features such as the derivative of the feature
sequence. This improvement is called shapeDTW [64]. The method described in the
paper is not exact about its implementation. One can use a shape descriptor best
fitted to their domain.

4.2.2 Forcing repetitions to be similar using DTW

The DTW algorithm has been introduced for two feature sequences. Often in music
there are multiple sections which are repeated. The way to force repeating sections
to be similar is to calculate the warping path between all pairs of sections.

Next an algorithm to force repeating parts to have similar chord probabilities
using DTW is described:

The input to the algorithm is a song which is represented as a feature sequence
X and a set of sets of index pairs {{(C1

start, C1
end), (C2

start, C2
end), ...}, ..., ...} which

represent the section boundaries as indices of X. Within each inner set the sequence
pairs represent a repetition of a section. The output is a feature sequence of the
same length X̃ with a matching feature space but with the repetitions of a section
being more similar to each other. The output feature sequence X̃ is initialized to
the input feature sequence X.
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The algorithm takes each repetition set {(C1
start, C1

end), (C2
start, C2

end), ...} and con-
siders each repetition in turn. For each section Ci ∈ {C1, C2, ...} every other section
Cj ∈ {C1, C2, ...} is warped to the shape of Ci. This means that the warped features
WCi(Cj) of Cj is the length of Ci. The details of the warping are presented in
paragraph 4.2.2. Then the mean of each warped feature sequence and the original
feature sequence is calculated C̃i = 1

N

∑N
k=1 WCi(Ck) where N is the number of

elements in the repetition set and WCi(Ci) = Ci meaning that the feature sequence
Ci does not change when it is warped to itself. The part of the output corresponding
to Ci is set to C̃i i.e. X̃[Ci

start : Ci
end] = C̃i.

Warped features For two feature sequences Cx and Cy a warping algorithm
WCx(Cy) is defined. The warping assumes that an optimal path P∗Cx−>Cy =
(p1, p2, ..., pL) is defined. Each element pl = (nl, ml) ∈ [1 : NCx ] × [1 : NCy ] for
l ∈ [1 : L] defines a mapping from an index in Cx to index in Cy. This can be
calculated using DTW or any other previously mentioned variants between the two
feature sequences.

The new warped feature sequence C̃ = WCx(Cy) is then defined as

C̃i = 1
|M|

∑
m∈M

Cy
m

where set M is formed by selecting each mx from all px = (nx, mx) where nx = i,
|M| denotes cardinality or size of set M and i ∈ [1 : NCx ]. Thus, the warping
algorithm goes through each element in P∗Cx−>Cy .

4.3 Chord transcriber
The chord transcriber implemented at the company is based on a paper by Ko-
rzeniowski et al. [13]. Multiple additions and modifications were made to the
algorithm to improve the transcription performance and to better accommodate to
the intended use case.

As was described in the beginning of the chapter, at its first phase the chord
transcriber produces frame-wise chord probabilities. The frames are split at uniform
intervals. A visualisation of chord probabilities is shown in Figure 14.

One of the most drastic changes to the algorithm by Korzeniowski is that instead
of using the chroma features in the output layer, the chord probabilities are used
instead. Each element in the chord probability vector denotes one chord, for example
A minor or C#sus4. Also the layers of the neural network have been modified. To
finally arrive at the final chord sequence, Viterbi decoding [62] is applied to the chord
probability sequence.

4.4 Confidence network
Certain sections of a song may be easier for the chord transcriber to analyse. In this
thesis the possibility of predicting the prediction accuracy of chord transcription was
studied. A neural network called confidence network was tried to be implemented,
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Figure 14: The chord probabilities of Upside Down by Diana Ross with the section
boundaries annotated.

which would from input of a chord probabilities with context predict whether or not
the predictions of chords were correct and confident. The network would be used
to weight the amount of influence of each repeating part when forcing repetitions
to have similar chord probabilities. The more confident the chord probabilities of
certain part would be, the more the probabilities would affect other parts which are
repetitions of the confident part.

While developing the network and testing different types of structures and inputs
it became apparent that the task was non-trivial. The network was not able to detect
the confidence of a prediction. Thus in the end this network was not used.
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5 Results

5.1 Data
When acquiring datasets used for MIR tasks, many difficulties may be encountered.
As the datasets often contain copyrighted material and as there are often multiple
versions available of the same song with slight differences it can be hard to find
the exact audio used in the original annotation. Especially in the task of finding
sectional boundaries it is of utmost importance that the timing of the annotation
matches exactly that of the audio. In some cases such as the SALAMI datasets the
author of this thesis was able to acquire the chromagrams of the original audio, but
as many of the songs used in the dataset were of varying rarity it became apparent
that the original audio could not be possible to be found and bought with reasonable
effort. Thus only a part of the dataset – in particular the Internet Archive part of the
dataset – which had links to the original audio, was used. Of these 467 audio files and
the accompanying annotations 140 were not in the training set used by [49, 50, 24]
and thus had the predicted boundaries analysed by the algorithms presented in the
previously cited papers.

The most used dataset in this thesis is the McGill Billboard dataset [30] due
to the inclusion of chord annotations in addition to the structural annotations. It
was also possible to obtain the original audio with relative ease. The dataset well
represents decades – specifically from 1958 to 1991 – of popular music, although it
lacks the pop music of the last three decades. Even if the dataset is varied in styles
and time of creation, it is still limited enough in variety such that only the most
popular music is being used. From the point of view of a profit-seeking company it
is also more interesting to know the performance of an algorithm on a dataset that
represents data that most users are interested in using.

Another dataset used in the paper is the discography of The Beatles [27]. All the
music in the dataset is only from one band and as such is very limited. This data,
regardless, has been used in multiple papers to evaluate and compare algorithms.
The stylistic variance of the band’s music further validates the usage of the dataset.

The AIST annotations of the RWC dataset [29] were not used in this thesis
due to the content being manufactured to suit the needs of music information
retrieval research and not necessarily being descriptive of real popular music. The
TUTStructure07 [28] dataset was also not used due to the difficulty of obtaining the
original audio and the dataset not being very representative of the music that is the
most interesting for the general audience.

For trying to improve chord transcription more granular structural annotations
were also generated to try and see how good the performance could be if very small
repetitions were accurately found in audio. The granular annotations were generated
by taking the chord annotation at bar level and setting a same label for each bar
which has the same chord annotation. Another reason for creating these granular
annotations was that parts which had the same label in human made annotations
were not necessarily the same size.
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5.2 Evaluation metrics
5.2.1 Song structure analysis metrics

The evaluation metrics used to compare different algorithms and different parameters
of the same algorithm are important to understand. The final use case of the
algorithm determines which metric is the most relevant to follow and try to optimize.

For boundary detection often the used metric is the f-measure of which predicted
boundaries fall in a certain window of the ground truth boundaries e.g. the boundary
retrieval f-measure. The windows sizes which are used in the MIREX evaluation are
±0.5 seconds and ±3.0 seconds. For this evaluation metric both of the window sizes
are used to compare different algorithms.

Frame pair clustering [65] measures whether the sections which the algorithm has
deemed as repetitions are corresponding with the repeating sections annotated in
the ground truth. In this pairwise frame clustering evaluation metric the annotation
and the ground truth are cut into small fragments (usually 100 ms or beats). Each
fragment pair in the prediction which have the same label are in the set PE and
each fragment pair in the ground truth with the same label is in the set PA. The
pairwise precision rate is then calculated as P = |PE∩PA|

|PE | and the pairwise recall rate
is calculated with R = |PA∩PE |

|PA| . The pairwise f-measure is then F = 2P R
P +R

.
As labeling of sections is not defined for OFAI method [49, 50, 24] it is not

meaningful to calculate the pairwise frame clustering for these methods. In the
MIREX submission [66] of the method introduced in paper [24] the authors do
define a way to detect repeating sections, but it is not part of the original algorithm
description.

5.2.2 Chord transcription analysis metrics

The metrics for chord transcription were the ones used in MIREX evaluation. MIREX
uses the chord symbol recall i.e. CSR metric to evaluate the performance of automatic
chord transcription algorithms. The metric is defined as

CSR = total duration of segments where annotation equals estimation
total duration of annotated segments

The implementation of the metrics is found from the mir_eval library [63].
This CSR metric is calculated for different chord vocabulary mappings. When the
predicted chords are evaluated against the ground truth both of the chords are
mapped to largest possible subset of the input label. The chords are mapped if the
root notes and the bass note matches.

An evaluation metric called chord segmentation is calculated by taking the
directional Hamming distance between the estimated and ground truth intervals [41].
The direction of the Hamming distance tells whether over segmentation or under
segmentation is used. The final segmentation score is the minimum of both over
segmentation and under segmentation.
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Finally a proprietary metric developed at Yousician is applied. This takes into
account the timing and how well a predicted chords match the ground truth. This
metric is denoted as the total weighted YS score.

5.3 Results
5.3.1 Boundary retrieval

As can be seen from Table 1 the original OFAI method with parameters selected
for 3 second accurate boundaries seems to perform the best for the Salami dataset
with ±3 s boundary retrieval. The re-implementation of the OFAI method performs
very closely to the original OFAI implementation with parameters selected for 0.5
second accuracy. The performance differences between the re-implementation and
the original can be explained by differences in implementation and also training data.

algorithm precision recall f-measure
Serra re-implementation 36.91 68.07 46.42
Mauch 44.17 47.26 42.20
OFAI re-implementation 59.28 53.14 54.01
OFAI original 05s 62.35 55.94 54.95
OFAI original 3s 58.03 71.46 61.43

Table 1: The boundary retrieval score for 140 songs in the SALAMI dataset, which
have not been used in training of any of the mentioned algorithms with 3.0 second
window

The Serra re-implementation has a higher boundary retrieval f-measure in both
tables 1 and 2. For the Salami dataset the Serra re-implementation seems to work well.
However, one can see that especially for 3 s boundaries the precision of boundary
retrieval is higher for Mauch’s method than Serra re-implementation. The high
precision value might indicate better performance when trying to improve chord
recognition.

algorithm precision recall f-measure
Serra re-implementation 14.64 27.48 18.48
Mauch 14.65 15.53 13.77
OFAI re-implementation 32.62 29.01 29.67
OFAI original 05s 52.70 46.00 45.78
OFAI original 3s 21.40 26.50 22.88

Table 2: The boundary retrieval score for 140 songs in the SALAMI dataset, which
have not been used in training of any of the mentioned algorithms with 0.5 second
window
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For boundary retrieval score for the TUT Beatles dataset the results become
very interesting. The f-measure of the OFAI re-implementation is the worst between
the three methods for 3 second window (Table 3). Mauch’s method beats the other
methods. For 0.5 second window in boundary retrieval the difference between OFAI
re-implementation and Mauch’s method is very close to each other, but Serra’s
performance is clearly the worst (Table 4).

algorithm precision recall f-measure
OFAI re-implementation 74.73 46.54 55.48
Serra re-implementation 62.85 70.10 65.35
Mauch 71.72 61.71 64.81

Table 3: The boundary retrieval score for the TUT Beatles dataset with 3.0 second
window

algorithm precision recall f-measure
OFAI re-implementation 39.85 24.76 29.53
Serra re-implementation 22.41 25.04 23.30
Mauch 35.00 29.24 31.05

Table 4: The boundary retrieval score for the TUT Beatles dataset with 0.5 second
window

In full Billboard dataset comparisons (Tables 5 and 6) only Mauch’s method and
Serra re-implementation are compared. This is due to part of the Billboard dataset
being used to train the OFAI re-implementation. Again, the re-implementation of
method by Serra performs better than Mauch’s method with both 0.5 and 3 second
windows. The better precision is again observed with Mauch’s method.

5.3.2 Pairwise frame clustering

The frame pair clustering result as seen in Tables 8 and 7 is better for Mauch’s
method in both precision and recall, as well as in f-measure. Frame pair clustering
essentially measures how well the correct labels are assigned to parts. Due to this, it
is understandable why the performance of chord transcription improvement would

algorithm precision recall f-measure
Serra re-implementation 53.71 76.00 61.72
Mauch 62.62 59.59 58.60

Table 5: The boundary retrieval score for the full billboard dataset with 3.0 second
window
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algorithm precision recall f-measure
Serra re-implementation 21.45 30.98 24.84
Mauch 26.14 25.04 24.60

Table 6: The boundary retrieval score for the full billboard dataset with 0.5 second
window
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algorithm precision recall f-measure
Serra re-implementation 54.43 53.29 49.58
Mauch 59.96 55.63 53.31

Table 7: The frame pair clustering result for the Salami dataset

algorithm precision recall f-measure
Serra re-implementation 65.01 47.51 51.85
Mauch 67.39 62.10 61.61

Table 8: The frame pair clustering result for the Billboard dataset

be higher for Mauch’s method when comparing to Serra’s method. The Billboard
and the Salami datasets were used for these comparisons.

5.3.3 Chord transcription performance

Chord transcription performance can only be improved by using the generated
granular ground truths as can be seen in Table 9 when following the proprietary
Yousician chord transcription metric. The performance is 4% better regardless of
the alignment algorithm used. Surprisingly, enforcing repetitions using the simple
median method works the best. This is likely due to no large temporal changes
happening within a bar in music.

Between the two automatic structure analysis methods for improving the chord
transcription, Mauch’s method clearly performed better than Serra’s method when
looking at Table 9. Using plain DTW and shapeDTW alignment seemed to have
the best effect on the YS score metric. The CSR metric as can be seen in Table 10
with majmin chord vocabulary can even be improved using Mauch’s method with
DTW or shapeDTW alignment. The CSR metric results for chord vocabularies with
inversions (Table 11) reflect the results of Table 10.

The over segmentation (Table 12) result can be improved even using Serra’s
method with DTW or shapeDTW. This metric is improved as well with Mauch’s
method with DTW or shapeDTW alignment.
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algorithm Total weighted YS score
No modification 80.58
Ground truth mean 68.55
Ground truth median 69.13
Ground truth DTW 77.43
Ground truth dDTW 75.77
Ground truth dDTW context 76.44
Ground truth shapeDTW 76.74
Granular ground truth mean 84.77
Granular ground truth median 85.45
Granular ground truth DTW 84.71
Granular ground truth dDTW 84.65
Granular ground truth dDTW context 84.92
Granular ground truth shapeDTW 84.85
Mauch with mean 75.55
Mauch with median 75.74
Mauch with DTW 80.46
Mauch with dDTW 80.04
Mauch with shapeDTW 80.44
Serra with mean 54.84
Serra with median 54.67
Serra with DTW 71.72
Serra with dDTW 68.72
Serra with shapeDTW 69.50

Table 9: Chord transcription performance for the McGill Billboard dataset using
different structural analysis methods for different methods of enforcing repeating
sections to have similar chord probabilities
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algorithm triads root tetrads majmin sevenths
No modification 0.794 0.855 0.573 0.823 0.607
Ground truth mean 0.675 0.722 0.485 0.701 0.515
Ground truth median 0.678 0.727 0.485 0.703 0.515
Ground truth DTW 0.758 0.810 0.544 0.786 0.577
Ground truth dDTW 0.741 0.792 0.531 0.768 0.563
Ground truth dDTW context 0.743 0.794 0.533 0.771 0.565
Ground truth shapeDTW 0.752 0.804 0.540 0.779 0.573
Granular ground truth mean 0.849 0.897 0.609 0.881 0.646
Granular ground truth median 0.852 0.902 0.612 0.883 0.648
Granular ground truth DTW 0.837 0.886 0.601 0.868 0.637
Granular ground truth dDTW 0.842 0.890 0.603 0.873 0.640
Granular ground truth dDTW context 0.843 0.891 0.605 0.874 0.641
Granular ground truth shapeDTW 0.839 0.887 0.602 0.870 0.638
Mauch mean 0.764 0.819 0.550 0.793 0.584
Mauch median 0.765 0.820 0.550 0.794 0.584
Mauch DTW 0.795 0.852 0.573 0.825 0.608
Mauch dDTW 0.793 0.849 0.571 0.823 0.606
Mauch dDTW context 0.794 0.851 0.572 0.824 0.607
Mauch shapeDTW 0.795 0.852 0.573 0.825 0.608
Serra mean 0.570 0.611 0.414 0.592 0.439
Serra median 0.568 0.611 0.414 0.591 0.440
Serra DTW 0.714 0.764 0.517 0.741 0.547
Serra dDTW 0.684 0.732 0.496 0.710 0.525
Serra dDTW context 0.685 0.733 0.497 0.711 0.526
Serra shapeDTW 0.707 0.757 0.512 0.734 0.543

Table 10: CSR metric for different chord vocabularies
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algorithm tetrads inv triads inv sevenths inv majmin inv
No modification 0.556 0.766 0.588 0.793
Ground truth mean 0.471 0.652 0.499 0.675
Ground truth median 0.470 0.653 0.497 0.676
Ground truth DTW 0.527 0.731 0.558 0.756
Ground truth dDTW 0.515 0.715 0.545 0.740
Ground truth dDTW context 0.517 0.717 0.547 0.742
Ground truth shapeDTW 0.523 0.725 0.554 0.750
Granular ground truth mean 0.591 0.820 0.625 0.848
Granular ground truth median 0.593 0.822 0.627 0.850
Granular ground truth DTW 0.583 0.808 0.617 0.836
Granular ground truth dDTW 0.586 0.813 0.619 0.841
Granular ground truth dDTW context 0.587 0.814 0.620 0.841
Granular ground truth shapeDTW 0.584 0.810 0.618 0.838
Mauch mean 0.535 0.738 0.566 0.764
Mauch median 0.534 0.738 0.566 0.764
Mauch DTW 0.556 0.767 0.588 0.794
Mauch dDTW 0.554 0.765 0.587 0.792
Mauch dDTW context 0.555 0.767 0.588 0.794
Mauch shapeDTW 0.556 0.767 0.589 0.795
Serra mean 0.403 0.551 0.426 0.570
Serra median 0.402 0.547 0.426 0.568
Serra DTW 0.502 0.690 0.530 0.714
Serra dDTW 0.481 0.660 0.509 0.684
Serra dDTW context 0.482 0.662 0.510 0.686
Serra shapeDTW 0.497 0.683 0.526 0.707

Table 11: CSR metric for inversions
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algorithm overseg mirex seg underseg
No modification 0.900 0.812 0.835 0.863
Ground truth mean 0.900 0.692 0.738 0.752
Ground truth median 0.883 0.695 0.764 0.783
Ground truth DTW 0.914 0.774 0.795 0.812
Ground truth dDTW 0.914 0.757 0.775 0.790
Ground truth dDTW context 0.916 0.760 0.781 0.796
Ground truth shapeDTW 0.915 0.768 0.784 0.800
Granular ground truth mean 0.962 0.867 0.864 0.868
Granular ground truth median 0.958 0.869 0.872 0.880
Granular ground truth DTW 0.946 0.854 0.852 0.859
Granular ground truth dDTW 0.952 0.859 0.854 0.859
Granular ground truth dDTW context 0.952 0.860 0.857 0.862
Granular ground truth shapeDTW 0.947 0.856 0.854 0.860
Mauch mean 0.896 0.781 0.798 0.818
Mauch median 0.891 0.782 0.807 0.830
Mauch DTW 0.906 0.812 0.829 0.852
Mauch dDTW 0.907 0.811 0.825 0.846
Mauch dDTW context 0.908 0.812 0.827 0.849
Mauch shapeDTW 0.906 0.813 0.828 0.852
Serra mean 0.879 0.586 0.605 0.615
Serra median 0.839 0.587 0.665 0.682
Serra DTW 0.908 0.730 0.750 0.763
Serra dDTW 0.901 0.701 0.720 0.732
Serra dDTW context 0.901 0.702 0.728 0.740
Serra shapeDTW 0.908 0.724 0.740 0.753

Table 12: Chord segmentation and MIREX comparison
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6 Summary
What was found is that for current state of the art automatic chord transcription, it
is very difficult to improve the transcription results by applying knowledge about
musical structure. The best performing automatic method is using Mauch’s method
[7] to try to improve chord transcription. At best, the performance remains almost
intact, and at worst, the performance decreases. Although Serra’s method works
well for finding structural boundaries and labelling parts, it is not advisable to be
used to improve chord transcription.

The OFAI method was found to work best for boundary retrieval. The performance
of chord transcription improvement was not tested due to not doing labelling of parts
using the method.

The coarse human annotations of structure were not found to improve the chord
transcription performance. When tested with using granular boundaries generated
from human annotations, the chord transcription performance was significantly
improved. This indicates that if it were possible to find fine enough repetitions in
music with robust performance, it would definitely be possible to improve chord
transcription performance.

The methods that were tested in this thesis to try and improve chord transcriptions
were all structural segmentation algorithms. None of them, except for the Mauch’s
method were initially intended to be used for this task. There is no surefire way
currently of measuring how well a structural segmentation algorithm would work
chord transcription improvement, other than using the final chord estimation metrics
to monitor the performance.
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